
TAKING GAMES SERIOUSLY? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Experimentation, games as 

personal and cultural 

technologies, aids to 

understanding (self+world) 

“Fun,” pleasure, pastime, 

escapism, power fantasy, 

market-genres & “best 

practices” 
KAFKAN 

SENSIBILITY 



ACTIVATING THE ICE-AXE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

"If the GAME we are PLAYING 

does not wake us, as with a fist 

hammering on our skulls, then 

why do we PLAY it?  … 

 

What we must have are those 

GAMES that come on us like ill 

fortune, like the death of one 

we love better than ourselves, 

like suicide.  

 

A GAME must be an ice-axe 

to break the sea frozen inside 

us.” 

 

2 interpretations:  

1. a class of games  

2. a sensibility of seriousness 



THE EASTER-EGG: THIS CLASS IS ABOUT YOU 
 

 

All education (distinct from skill and knowledge acquisition) 

is ultimately about self-development, self-transformation.  

 

How can we see ourselves so that we might freely 

change ourselves? 
 

Understanding why you think what you think is HARD 

(perhaps the hardest challenge in life you don’t really have 

to acknowledge) and it requires CRITIQUE. The problem is, 

you cannot do this alone in your head, without tools or 

other people…. 

 

An unacknowledged tool of historical  significance:  

DIGITAL GAMES 



GAMES MATTER, REDUX 
 

What we have historically called “ART” is the most efficient 

and apposite tool for this because it calls upon our full 

humanity, such as it is for us individually, and through its 

particular mediation of our experience provides means for 

exploring that humanity, reflecting on it, critiquing it, and 

possibly expanding it as we pursue understanding of the 

artwork 

 

THE COUNTER-INTUITIVE POINT 
To be able to “see” and thus potentially change yourself 

(your own humanity and capacities), you must sincerely 

attempt to understand the art of others. 

 
The challenge is acute for gamers due to the nature of games 

and inherited game culture 



GAMING: UPTON SINCLAIR’D! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

It is difficult to get a gamer to see something when 

their identity/worldview/values depend(s) on them 

not seeing it 



CONTEXTS FOR SERIOUSNESS? 
 

     Mainstream        Nerdstream* 

          (“fun”)       (cool!) 

 

 

 

Critstream 

(hmm…) 

 
 

Oriented by different contexts for value:  
as mass entertainment, as personal fetish, as art/communication 


